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1. Introduction. R. H. Cameron and C. Hatfield [l; 2] have

studied the convergence of orthogonal developments of nonlinear

functionals defined on the Wiener space C. In this paper their re-

sults will be extended.

The set of functionals {$mu-- -,mN(x)} (mi = 0, 1, 2, • • ■ ; N

= 1, 2, • • • ) has been shown [3] to be a C.O.N, set in the space C

where \fimi,... ,mif(x) = Uf_i Hmi(fla.i(t)dx(t)), Hj(u) being the par-
tially normalized Hermite polynomial ( — l)'2->i2(jl)-ll2eu*d>e-u*/du>,

and {ctj(t)} being any C.O.N, set of real-valued functions on [0, l]

such that each a,(t) is of bounded variation. If the integrals appear-

ing in the definition of the functionals ^ml,---,mN(x) are interpreted

as the generalized Riemann-Stieltjes integrals of Paley, Wiener, and

Zygmund [6], it is not necessary to assume that each ctj(t) is of

B.V., but this interpretation .will not be necessary in this paper, as

we shall always understand that a,(2)=21/2 cos ((2j — l)2)irt.

The Fourier-Hermite coefficients of a functional F(x) are defined

by

/to
F(x)\l/mi,...,mr/(x)dwx

where these integrals exist. (As we confine our attention to func-

tionals of class L2(C), Ami,...,mN will necessarily exist for each set of

subscripts.)

Cameron and Hatfield proved the following theorem:

Theorem. Let F(x) be of class L2(C), be continuous in the Hilbert

topology at XoEC, and satisfy

(2) \F(x) I ̂  A exp [b f   [x(2)]2*l

where A and B are non-negative constants. For each positive integer

A let
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converge absolutely, where -4mL.--.mjv is defined as in (1). Then

CO

(4) F(xo) =   lim E        •*4mi,...,»w^mi,...,»w(xo).
JV—>»       mi, ■ ■ .,mjv=.0

A recent paper [5] by one of the authors has suggested sufficient

conditions for the absolute convergence of (3). These are given in

the theorem of the following section.

Ross E. Graves [4] also has found sufficient conditions for the

convergence of Fourier-Hermite developments, which, however,

differ substantially from ours. It is, in fact, readily seen from examples

that in some respects his conditions are weaker, and in other respects

stronger, than those of the following theorem.

2. Conditions for the convergence of a Fourier-Hermite develop-

ment.

Theorem. Let F(x) be of class L2(C), be continuous in the Hilbert

topology on C, and satisfy

| F(x) | = A exp j# f   [*(/)]2<Z/j ,

where A and B are non-negative constants. Let m.\, ■ ■ ■ , mn be any set

of non-negative integers, and let ik be the integer i satisfying

i—l i

E «y < k ̂  E m>-
j'-i /-i

Define

r>      (2i- 1)
(5) yi(t) - 21'2 I    cos- irsds,

J o 2

and for each k^P= E«^i m< lei the kth variation of F(x) with respect to

yi, i y»,» • • • i yi.k, where Si, ■ • ■ , Sk are any distinct integers chosen

from 1, 2, • • • , P, exist, be continuous in the uniform topology on C,

and for some number n>0 satisfy

sup  \6l»F(x+hy{   \yi    • •• ,Xi)\

(6) W*<

• II (i +1 f * yUt)dx(t)\) g £i(C),
y-i \        IJ o 1/
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ri, r2, • • • , rP-k being those of the first P positive integers not included

in Si, • • • , Sk- For some 5>0 let

| b^F(x | yqv yqv yq„ yq„ ■ ■ ■ , yir, yq) \

(7) exp {£(irO[/,I^i*«]lGLi(c)

for each v^N, and each choice of {qj} where qi<q2< ■ ■ ■ <q, are dis-

tinct integers chosen from 1, 2, • • • , N. Then it follows that for each

XoEC, the Fourier-Hermite development of F(x) converges in the sense

that the equality (4) holds.

Proof. It is clear that we need only show that, under the hy-

pothesis of our theorem, the series (3) converges absolutely.

Making use of the special case of Theorem 1 of [5] we have

Ami.....mN = ft {2—>'2K!)-1'2} f  S^F(x\yiv yiv ■■■ , yip)dwx,
y-i J c

(5) and (6) ensuring that the assumptions of that theorem are satis-

fied. Now by the assumed continuity of the &th variation of F(x), for

each k, the P variations of F(x) may be taken in any order. For

mt>2, each i, we take first the 2A variations with respect to

yi, yi, V2, y2, • • • , Yjv, Jn, and then the P — 2N variations with re-

spect to the remaining y's. Thus,

Amu-.mN= ft {2-^2(mjril2\
3 = 1

/to
ol*-2»>G(x\ yit, ■■■ , yw y^,, • • • , yip)d„x,

where G(x) =5(wF(x|yi, ylt • • • , yN, yN).

Conditions (6) and (7) ensure that G(x) and the set y,„ • • • ,

y»m > y»'m +3, ■ ■ • , ytP satisfy the assumptions of the theorem referred

to above. Hence,

(8)   Ami,...,mN =Jl<——-^7777^   I    G(x)^mi_2,...,»w_2(x)(fttx.
y_i \2(mj(mj - \)y'2) Jc

It is known that2

2 The corresponding formula for differently normalized polynomials is given in

J. V. Uspensky's On the development of arbitrary functions in series of Her mite's and

Laguerre's polynomials, Ann. of Math. vol. 28, p. 596, and is credited there to Adam-

off's On asymptotic expressions of the polynomials Ua(x), Annales Inst. Polytechnique

de St. Petersburg vol. 5 (1906).
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(9) max     |FB(«)(r«1+«>'"'*| < k(—\
-»<«<» \n/

where 5 is a fixed positive number, and K is a constant depending

on 5.

Using (8) and (9), we have, for any xo£C,

00

/ . |  "OTj, • • ■ ,m^Ymi, ■ • • ,mfl\Xo)  \

ml> ' " " ."W=3

■» n i- i

= ̂ v   e    n-
»,,.,»„-.   1=il2(mj(mj - l)yi\mj(mj - 2))"«

I G(x) |  exp j E ——\ J    ^«<^«J > dwx.

Noting (7), it is clear that the right side of (10) is finite, so the left

side is finite.

For at least one (but not all) of the wi/s fixed, and the remainder

greater than 2, we get absolute convergence of the resulting series in

a similar way. There are only a finite number of these series, and

there are only a finite number of terms of (3) for which all m, are less

than 3. Thus the theorem is proved.
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